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Prologue:
Curriculum Design, for many teachers, is a new space. In a
general sense, the curriculum design work that is being engaged
in right now is far above the instructional practices of the past.
This is also meant to be a baseline from which all future
curriculum work will develop. Being thoughtful and transparent
in our work allows exponential growth in professional practice
and student achievement.
Many, many thanks to the teacher(s) who submitted this plan
so that we can nurture the seeds they’ve planted.
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“Unit Plans (Maps) equal data … Data
equals facts and figures … Facts and
figures show trends … And with this
knowledge, we can give ‘all of the above’
meaning by looking at the trends and
comparing it to other data bases.”
Bena Kallick, Curriculum Mapping Conference, 2003

Caveat:
This annotation represents a look through several lenses of
opportunities for improvement. The depth of this annotation is
specifically for the purpose of this analysis only and does not
necessarily represent what would be involved in a curriculum
coaching moment. Critical decisions would have to be made
around “do now” vs. “explore later” depending on several
variables that could include: delivery of the unit plan,
collaboration and consensus, alignment of the unit as a whole
versus a pinpoint alignment moment, opportunities for growth
over time, further fleshing out of details related to curriculum
practice vs. design, etc.
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•Clarity: Depending on associated supplemental information, another
technology teacher could likely teach from this unit.
•Lively and Robust: Based on what is included here, there is evidence of
engagement in places. While the depth may be relative, the degree of
depth seems to be shallow in what is captured here, particularly when
considering the Essential Questions, which have specific answers.
•Evidence: Clearly, the Co2 car is the culminating project based piece
and would represent big picture learning. Evidence is needed of mastery
of individual skills leading to the final product.
•Alignment: While the reader can speculate a reference to the standards
through the content, skills, and activities, there is not a specific enough
alignment to the standards represented here.

Note: This analysis is primarily among the major curricular elements: standards, content,
skills, and assessments. What is represented in the lessons section should be a descriptive
and articulated action plan as informed from the standards, based on broken apart content
and skills within a “Co2 car” frame.
CONTENT: Most of what is represented in the content column is more akin to a skill, what
the students have to DO versus what they have to KNOW. It is certainly acceptable to frame
the “KNOW” information around the framework of the assessment, in this case, the “Co2
car,” but those pieces of content should come from the language of the standard. If the
standard is asking students to know about mathematical knowledge, real-world problems,
visual representations, solution fluency, idea management, construction planning, a variety
of hand tools, and leadership…then those content pieces should be in the content column.
Skills: See the handout on writing skill statements. In the statements in the skills column,
instructional targets are missing.

It is apparent from the information given that the teacher is addressing some components of
several standards representing only a loose alignment to them. Even the standards that have
a higher degree of specificity need to be addressed with greater depth.
The standards, collectively, describe a problem solving approach to learning where multiple
solutions are theorized. Those theories lead to specific designs in pursuit of a viable solution.
The standards indicate a high degree of drawing conclusions based on evidence, forcing
connections in the building of hypotheses, and carrying out student designed solutions to
determine if they will work. This unit plan represents the construction of a vehicle with
known steps and outcomes, diminishing the critical thinking that is demanded by the
standards.

Endnote:
While there may be several areas of improvement in this unit plan, the critical
“do now” element is one of understanding what the standards are asking
students to know and be able to do. There is an opportunity here to engage a
new essential question around the construction of the “Co2 Car” and WHY it
would be important to know how one worked. As students explored the
essential pieces of the construction of the car, some attention needs to be
paid to the critical thinking, “what if” zone for modifications to the known
plan. The “explore later but still important” zone here would be around
checkpoint assessments to determine if the processes for problem solving,
critical thinking, safety, etc. were being met proficiently. The car itself as a
product is inconsequential to the processes that got the students to create
the product. Further “explore later” moments would include a tighter
alignment among the unit elements and the development of specific
vocabulary instruction that is more articulate than “going through
vocabulary.”

